Race\ethnicity and outcome after traumatic brain injury at a single, diverse center.
Many factors may predict mortality and disability after traumatic brain injury (TBI), including age and injury severity. However, the role of race\ethnicity has typically been studied tangentially or in homogeneous settings. We investigated whether race\ethnicity was associated with medical outcomes at a single, diverse center. We retrospectively identified patients with TBI older than 17 years with blunt injuries admitted to a Level I trauma center from 2001 to 2004. Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) was used to determine outcome at discharge. We performed multivariable logistic regression on two measures of outcome by dichotomizing Glasgow Outcome Scale scores. We identified 357 patients with TBI from five categories: whites (46.2%), Asians (19.9%), Hispanics (17.9%), blacks (10.9%), and other\unknown (5.0%). Without adjusting for other factors, Asians experienced higher mortality (odds ratio [OR] = 2.25, p = 0.01) compared with whites but not degree of disability. After adjusting for age and Injury Severity Score, a weaker trend remained for higher mortality in Asians (OR = 1.38, p = 0.35), and after excluding cases of assault, the finding was again significant (OR = 2.00, p = 0.04). We also confirmed the recently reported OR of higher mortality among blacks (OR = 1.30). Hispanics seemed to do slightly better at discharge. The question of whether and how race plays a role in TBI is controversial. At a single, diverse center, we found that mortality is associated with race, age, and Injury Severity Score. Future clinical studies will benefit from detailed genotypic and phenotypic data and should balance larger sample sizes with ethnic diversity.